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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1672111A2] A method for the treatment of textile skeins (I) in a closed tank with at least two accumulators, in which (I) is moved forward
by a stream of gas from transporter nozzles and is then passed through a nozzle assigned to each accumulator, into this or an adjacent accumulator
or onto another path leading away from the accumulator. A method for the treatment of textile skeins (I) in a closed tank containing at least two
radially adjacent accumulators for the uptake of (I) during at least part of the treatment, in which (a) (I) is moved in the feed direction by a stream
of gas from transporter nozzles and (b) before entering each accumulator, (I) is passed through its own nozzle, from which it is transferred to the
associated first accumulator or its adjacent second accumulator or (where there is at least one accumulator) onto a given path leading it away from
this accumulator. An independent claim is also included for a device for the treatment of (I), comprising (a) a sealable treatment tank (1), (b) at least
two axially adjacent textile accumulators (I-VI) in the tank, (b) means of transporting (I) comprising nozzles (38) with an inlet (37) and an outlet (44)
for (I) and subjected to a stream of gaseous transport medium moving the material (I) in the feed direction, and (c) devices (45, 46) for enabling the
treatment agent to act on (I) in the tank, in which each accumulator (I-VI) has its own transport nozzles which can be adjusted so that its outlet (44)
leads to the first accumulator or from at least one accumulator to its adjacent second accumulator or into a take-up device (620).
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